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Sneha Group has been chosen by students who made it to great
junior colleges, medical & engineering colleges, year over year.
Why is Sneha a coaching institute of choice?
Foremost, Sneha has 27 long years of experience in coaching for
state ...

About Us
Sneha Group has been chosen by students who made it to great junior colleges, medical &
engineering colleges, year over year. Why is Sneha a coaching institute of choice?
Foremost, Sneha has 27 long years of experience in coaching for state & national level entrance
exams and board syllabus and has been delivering excellent results since 1990. We are the only
institute in Nagpur with 5 branches. Also since we are from Nagpur we are well aware of the
education scenario in the city and therefore we can implement the changes in syllabus and or exam
pattern more conveniently which has helped our students in the past.
Prof. Bondre and expert faculty of Sneha with their joint wisdom have created scientifically designed
packages which have helped the students succeed fantastically.
Special Batches: Sneha is the only institute in Nagpur running special batches for CBSE XI and XII.
Prof. Rajanikant Bondre has designed a unique study package for CBSE XI and XII students. He
realized that CBSE students shift to state board after their X board exams as there is a) Mismatch in
timings of CBSE colleges and coaching classes b) No separate coaching for XI and XII syllabus.
These problems have been addressed in the unique study package and CBSE students don’t have to
shift to state board and they can work on all three parameters i.e. coaching, college and self study.
Faculty: We have biggest expert faculty to teach at different levels. They have 5 to 25...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sneha-tuition-classes/aboutus.html
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